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Kaluza-Klein Modes
• Imagine adding a compact dimension 

of a size R to the 3+1 space-time
– A particle propagating in this extra 

dimension is a classical problem 
of a particle in a box

– Only quantized energy levels are 
allowed, with the spacing ~1/R

• From the 4-dimensional point of view, 
these excitations can be considered 
as a tower of particles with 
masses                         , known as 
Kaluza-Klein modes of the original 
particle
– This tower is truncated at a natural 

ultraviolet scale of the model, 
often the GUT scale

• Examples: large extra dimensions; 
Randall-Sundrum model

3

• Coupling: gSM per KK 
mode

• Can excite many modes 
at high energies, thus 
effectively increasing 
the coupling
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�
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~MGUT

E

…
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Universal ED - Phenomenology
• The most “democratic” ED model: all  the SM fields are free to propagate in extra 

dimension(s) with the size R = 1/Mc ~ 1 TeV-1 Appelquist, Cheng, Dobrescu
[PRD 64, 035002 (2001)]

– Instead of chiral doublets and singlets, model contains vector-like quarks and leptons, 
thus solving the hierarchy problem

– Gravitational force is not included in this model

• The number of universal extra dimensions is not fixed:
– it’s feasible that there is just one (MUED)
– the case of two extra dimensions is theoretically attractive, as it breaks down to the 

chiral Standard Model and has additional nice features, such as guaranteed proton 
stability, etc.

• Every particle acquires KK modes with the masses Mn
2 = M0

2 + Mc
2, n = 0, 1, 2, …

• Kaluza-Klein number (n) is conserved at tree level, i.e. n1 ± n2 ± n3 ± … = 0; 
consequently, the lightest KK mode (usually γ1 or Z1) could be stable (and is an 
excellent dark matter candidate Cheng, Feng, Matchev [PRL 89, 211301 (2002)])

• Hence, first level KK-excitations are produced in pairs, similar to SUSY particles
• Consequently, current limits (dominated by precision electroweak measurements, 

particularly T-parameter) are sufficiently low (Mc ~ 300 GeV for MUED and of the 
same order, albeit more model-dependent for >1 ED)
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Right Abundance, Cross Section
• Similar to a neutralino, the lightest KK particle (LKK) 

with ~1 TeV mass gives right DM abundance

5
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Figure 7: The process of the thermal freeze-out of a stable, weakly interacting particle in the
early universe. As the temperature drops below the particle’s mass (x ! 1), the number density
of such particles becomes Boltzmann suppressed. As the universe expands further, eventually
these particles encounter no others of their species with which to self-annihilate, leading their
density to “freeze-out”.

experiments. We therefore conclude that a KK neutrino LKP is at present not a favored option.
The choice of LKP which has received the greatest interest is by all means the B(1), some-

times called the KK photon. In this section, we discuss at length the phenomenology of a B(1)

LKP from the point of view of its implications for cosmology and dark matter searches. It is
worth bearing in mind, however, that another type of LKP may also constitute a viable dark
matter candidate, the KK graviton. We devote Sec. 3.7 to a discussion of the cosmology and
phenomenology of KK gravitons6.

3.1 Relic Abundance

In UED models, KK dark matter (KKDM) states are abundant in the early universe (T !
R−1 ∼ TeV), being freely created and annihilated in pairs. As the universe expands and the
temperature drops below that needed to produce such states in chemical equilibrium, however,
the number density becomes rapidly suppressed. A certain density of stable KK states (here,
the B(1)s) freezes out, and remains in the form of a thermal relic of the universe’s hot youth.
In this section, we review the calculation which is performed to determine the thermal relic
abundance of KK states in the universe today [71].

The number density of B(1)s evolves according to the Boltzmann equation:

dnB(1)

dt
+ 3HnB(1) = −〈σv〉

[
(nB(1))2 − (neq

B(1))
2

]
, (34)

where H =
√

8πρ/3Mpl is the Hubble rate and 〈σv〉 is the B(1)s self-annihilation cross section.

The equilibrium number density of B(1)s is given by:

neq
B(1) = g

(
mB(1)T

2π

)3/2

exp

(
−mB(1)

T

)
, (35)

6Another possibility for dark matter within the context of extra dimensional models in which scalar fields are
allowed to propagate in the bulk is that of soliton-type states. The existence and stability of such states was
demonstrated in Ref. [70]. The lightest such state might feature a mass around a TeV, be electrically neutral,
stable, and in principle be a viable dark matter candidate.

Figure 3: Relic density of the LKP as a function of R−1 in the Minimal UED model. The (red) line
marked “a” is the result from considering γ1γ1 annihilation only, following the analysis of Ref. [6],
assuming a degenerate KK mass spectrum. The (blue) line marked “b” repeats the same analysis,
but uses T -dependent g∗ according to (3.6) and includes the relativistic correction to the b-term
(3.19). The (black) line marked “c” relaxes the assumption of KK mass degeneracy, and uses the
actual MUED mass spectrum. The dotted line is the result from the full calculation in MUED,
including all coannihilation processes, with the proper choice of masses. The green horizontal band
denotes the preferred WMAP region for the relic density 0.094 < ΩCDMh2 < 0.129. The cyan
vertical band delineates values of R−1 disfavored by precision data.

correspondingly, increasing the prediction for Ωh2. This, in turns, lowers the preferred

mass range for γ1. Next, comparing lines “b” and “c”, we see that dropping the mass

degeneracy assumption has a similar effect on σeff (xF ) (see Fig. 1), and further increases

the calculated Ωh2. This can be easily understood from the t-channel mass dependence

exhibited in (4.3) and (4.7). The t-channel masses appear in the denominator, and they

are by definition larger than the LKP mass. Therefore, using their actual values can only

decrease σeff and increase Ωh2.

The dotted line in Fig. 3 is the result from the full calculation in MUED, including

all coannihilation processes, with the proper choice of masses. The green horizontal band

denotes the preferred WMAP region for the relic density 0.094 < ΩCDMh2 < 0.129. The

cyan vertical band delineates values of R−1 disfavored by precision data [41]. We see that

according to the full calculation, the cosmologically ideal mass range is mγ1 ∼ 500 − 600

GeV, when γ1 accounts for all of the dark matter in the Universe. This range is somewhat

– 13 –

K.Kong and K.T. Matchev,
JHEP 0601, 038 (2006)
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UED Phenomenology
• Naively, one would expect large 

clusters of nearly degenerate 
states with masses around 
1/R, 2/R, …

• Cheng, Feng, Matchev, 
Schmaltz: not true, as radiative 
corrections tend to be large (up 
to 30%); thus the KK excitation 
mass spectrum resembles that of 
SUSY!

• Minimal UED model with a single 
extra dimension, compactified on 
an S1/Z2 orbifold
– Odd fields do not have 0 modes, 

so we identify them w/ “wrong” 
chiralities, so that they vanish in 
the SM

• Q, L (q, l) are SU(2) doublets 
(singlets) and contain both 
chiralities

Cheng, Matchev, Schmaltz
[PRD 66, 056006 (2002)]

MC = 1/R = 500 GeV

Thursday, March 4, 2010
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Mass Spectrum and Decays
• First level KK-states spectroscopy

Cheng, Matchev, Schmaltz 
[PRD 66, 056006 (2002)]

Decay:
B(g1→Q1Q) ~ 50%
B(g1→q1q) ~ 50%
B(q1→qγ1) ~ 100%
B(t1→W1b, H1

+b) ~ 100%
B(Q1→QZ1:W1:γ1) ~ 33%:65%:2%
B(W1→νL1:ν1L) = 1/6:1/6 (per flavor)
B(Z1→νν1:LL1) ~ 1/6:1/6 (per flavor)
B(L1→γ1L) ~ 100%
B(ν1→γ1ν) ~ 100%
B(H1

±→γγ1, H
±
γ1) ~ 100%

Production: 
q1q1 + X → MET + jets (~σhad/4); but: 
                    low MET

Q1Q1+ X→ V1V’1 + jets → 2-4  + MET 

          (~σhad/4)

Thursday, March 4, 2010
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Production Cross Section

Q1Q1, q1q1

[Rizzo, PRD 64, 095010 (2001)]

LHC

Reasonably high rate up to M ~ 1.5 TeV

g1g1

Thursday, March 4, 2010
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Current Collider Limits

• 88 pb-1 of CDF Run I data in the trilepton(e/µ) + MET channel 
(“recycling” of a SUSY search) 

• N.B. This is NOT an official CDF result, but it represents the 
only direct limits from collider searches so far

9

[Chun Lin, Ph.D. Thesis, Yale University, 2005]

Figure 4.2: The cross section for the production of two stable KK final states is
shown as a function of the KK mass for Tevatron Run I. The solid curve corresponds
to the total contribution, while the dashed lines represent the partial contributions
of KK quark pair (!), KK quark-gluon ("), and KK gluon pair (#) production. For
the case of double KK quark production, the final state consists of light quark KK
excitations, excluding the top quark. Top production (+) has a different collider
signature (namely, the top will subsequently decay into additional states). The
production of KK quark pairs is dominant. From Ref. [32].

the W±
1 Z1 channel), or 4 leptons + 2 jets (from the Z1Z1 channel) (see Fig. 4.3) 2. In

the limit sin θ1 ! 1 (see Figure 2.5), where θ1 is the “Weinberg angle” for the n = 1

KK mode, B(Q1→ W±
1 Q0) # 2B(Q1→ Z1Q0). Also

B(Q1 → Z1Q0)

B(Q1 → γ1Q0)
#

g2
2 T 2

3Q (m2
Q1

− m2
Z1

)

g2
1 Y 2

Q (m2
Q1

− m2
γ1

)
, (4.1)

where g2 (g1) is the SU(2)L (U(1)Y) gauge coupling, T3 is the weak isospin, and Y

is the hypercharge. The branching ratios are: B(Q1 → W±
1 Q0) ∼ 65%, B(Q1 →

Z1Q0) ∼ 33% and B(Q1 → γ1Q0) ∼ 2% [34]. W±
1 and Z1 decay to all lepton flavors

2In this analysis the “multi-lepton” signature means final decay products of three or more elec-
trons/muons, and “lepton selection” stands for the selection of electrons/muons.

54

σ < 7.9 pb @ 95% CL

1/R > 280 GeV

Thursday, March 4, 2010
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Sensitivity in the Four-Lepton Mode
• Only the gold-plated 4-

leptons + MET mode has 
been considered in the 
original paper and the 
subsequent studies

• Other promising 
channels: 
– dileptons + jets + MET + 

X (x9 cross section)
– trileptons + jets + MET + 

X (x5 cross section)
– Single production of the 

second KK excitation 
(via one loop)

• Detailed simulations are 
required: CompHEP and 
PYTHIA implementations 
now exist

L is per experiment

Cheng, Matchev, Schmaltz [PRD 66, 056006 (2002)]

Thursday, March 4, 2010
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Complementarity
• LHC generally gives stronger mass bounds on the LKP, 

but the sensitivity stops at low values of q1/γ1 splitting
• No dedicated studies on Z1 LKP at colliders exist as of 

yet

11
FIG. 10: Combined plot of the direct detection limit on the spin-independent cross section, the
limit from the relic abundance and the LHC reach for (a) γ1 and (b) Z1, in the parameter plane

of the LKP mass and the mass splitting ∆q1. The remaining KK masses have been fixed as in
Fig. 1 and the SM Higgs mass is mh = 120 GeV. The black solid line accounts for all of the
dark matter (100%) and the two black dotted lines show 10% and 1%, respectively. The green

band shows the WMAP range, 0.1037 < ΩCDMh2 < 0.1161. The blue (red) solid line labelled
by CDMS (XENON10) shows the current limit of the experiment whereas the dashed and dotted

lines represent projected limits of future experiments as shown in Fig. 8. In the case of γ1 LKP,
a ton-scale experiment will rule out most of the parameter space while there is little parameter
space left in the case of Z1 LKP. The yellow region in the case of γ1 LKP shows parameter space

that could be covered by the collider search in the 4" + /ET channel at the LHC with a luminosity
of 100 fb−1 [45].

This signature results from the pair production (direct or indirect) of SU(2)W -doublet KK

quarks, which subsequently decay to Z1’s and jets. The leptons (electrons or muons) arise

from the Z1 → !+!−γ1 decay, whose branching fraction is approximately 1/3 [45]. Requiring

a 5σ excess at a luminosity of 100 fb−1, the LHC reach extends up to R−1 ≈ mγ1 ∼ 1.5 TeV,

which is shown as the right-most boundary of the (yellow) shaded region in Fig. 10a. The

slope of that boundary is due to the fact that as ∆q1 increases, so do the KK quark masses,

and their production cross sections are correspondingly getting suppressed, diminishing the

reach. We account for the loss in cross section according to the results from Ref. [75],

assuming also that, as expected, the level-2 KK particles are about two times heavier than

those at level 1. Points which are well inside the (yellow) shaded region, of course, would be

discovered much earlier at the LHC. Notice, however, that the LHC reach in this channel

completely disappears for ∆q1 less than about 8%. This is where the KK quarks become

31

S. Arrenberg, L. Baudis, K. Kong, K.T. Matchev, and J. Yoo 
[Phys. Rev. D 78, 056002 (2008)]
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Early UED Searches in CMS
• Consider 4e, 4µ, 2e2µ channels
• Tight selection for low 1/R and 

looser selection for high 1/R
• Signal is found at low dilepton 

invariant mass and moderately 
high missing ET

• Background is dominated by the 
physics tt background with extra 
lepton coming from the b decays

• Start getting into interesting region 
with a fraction of fb-1

• The reach is being reevaluated for 
the 7 TeV machine energy

• Also, combination of all three 
channels is being pursued

12
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Figure 1: Discovery potential of UED signals ( =20) in 4 channel defined as the required luminosity
for 5 signal significance. The doted lines show the influence of experimental uncertainties (valid
for an integrated luminosity of 10-30 ) and the background cross-section uncertainty. The detailed
systematic uncertainties of the first phase ( ) of running LHC have not been taken into account.

6

Signal/Background cross section pb
ued- 300 2
ued- 500 0.23
ued- 700 0.05
ued- 900 0.01
ZZ→ 4 leptons 0.1
ttbar+n jets and bbbb→ 4 leptons 1.2
Zbbar→ 4 leptons 0.7

Table 1: Cross sections for the MUED signal and SM backgrounds.

Figure 2: MET distribution after initial offline selections.

To further reject the ZZ background, we use the fact that the MUED leptons are often very soft due to the small
mass splitting between Z1 and l1. The cut used is the momentum of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th hardest lepton in the
event to be less than 70, 60, 40, 30 GeV respectively. Finally, we remove the combinatorial uncertainty for 4e and
4µ channels by subtracting the same sign lepton pairs, as show in Fig. 3. Here, we also reject those events in which
there’s one or more OSSF lepton pair with invariant mass < 5 or > 80 GeV to further reject Z and tt̄ background.
The end-point transition shown in Fig. 3 is a clear indication of decay products from heavy particles.

Figure 3: Di-lepton invariant mass (combinatorial uncertainty subtracted) for R−1= 900 GeV MUED signal and
SM background, Left: µ+µ−µ+µ− channel, Right: e+e−µ+µ− channel.

Fig. 4 gives the luminosity needed to achieve a 5σ discovery for the 3 channelswe considered. Here the significance
is calculated using the ScP defined in the CMS physics technical design report[7]. The experimental systematical
uncertainties are due to limited detector understanding for early phase of LHC running. One sees the 4µ channel
has the best discovering power in the lowR−1 region, and the 2e2µ channel becomes better in the highR−1 region,
mainly due to the larger cross section.

3

5σ discovery
14 TeV

CMS AN-2006/008

MET > 60 GeV
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Other Ways of Looking for UED
• KK quarks can decay into a jet and an LKK, resulting in the dijet

+MET topology
• Look for signal at large MET

• For the compactification scale as low as 1.3 TeV, only 6 pb-1 is 
needed; with 100 fb-1 the reach up to 2.7 TeV can be achieved

13
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Yet More Ways to find UED
• For certain cases, Kaluza-Klein gluons can decay with 

KK-parity violation into two heavy quarks (bb or tt)
• Reach up to the gKK mass of 3.5 TeV at 100 fb-1 
• Challenge: at high masses, decay products of the top 

quark are strongly boosted; thus making it non-trivial 
to reconstruct the final state correctly

14

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2006-002
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Remedies
• New techniques in jet reconstruction and b-tagging
• Work in progress at both ATLAS and CMS
• Preliminary CMS studies show that boosted top tagging 

efficiency can reach ~40% with a few per cent mistag rate - 
similar to b-tagging performance!

15
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CMS Sensitivity in Boosted Top
• Top-tagging techniques allow to extend the reach to 

KK gluons in all-hadronic decay mode of the top 
quarks (two “fat jets”)

• A different model was used as a benchmark (RS1), 
but the production cross section is similar

• Branching fraction into tt in this model is close to 1

16

8 5 Discovery and Exclusion Potentials
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Figure 5: Cross section 95% confidence limit for a given resonance mass and width.
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Figure 6: 3σ evidence potential for a given resonance mass and width.
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Table 1: Uncertainties assigned to the various contributions of the signal and background
estimates, and their relative effect at m0 = 2 TeV/c2. There, the background is 95% generic
QCD dijets, and 5% continuum tt, for a total background estimate of 5.8 ± 2.2 events. The
uncertainties for the top tagging algorithm are taken from Ref. [5].

Relative Uncertainty
Quantity Uncertainty on S and B

at m0 = 2 TeV/c2

Signal Uncertainties
Top Tagging Efficiency 6.5% 13%
JES Uncertainty on Acceptance 5% 5%

Total Signal Uncertainty 14%
Background Uncertainties

Statistical uncertainty 10% 10%
JES Uncertainty on QCD Background 35% 33%
tt Continuum Contribution 100% 5%
Luminosity 10% 10%

Total Background Uncertainty 36%
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Figure 7: 5σ discovery potential for a given resonance mass and width.
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Generic Hidden Valley Models

17

Energy 

Inaccessibility 

M.J. Strassler and K.M. Zurek 
[Phys. Lett. B 651, 374 (2007)]

Various 
communicators
are allowed: 
Z’, LSP, Higgses, 
sterile neutrinos, 
loops, ...
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Dark Photons
• New recent class of models inspired by PAMELA and 

ATIC excess, along with DAMA annual variation, 
INTEGRAL excess, WMAP haze, and EGRET excess

• Propose a light (~1 GeV) U(1) boson in the “dark sector”
– N. Arkani-Hamed  and N. Weiner [JHEP 0812, 104 (2008)]
– N. Arkani-Hamed, D.P. Finkbeiner, T.R. Slatyer, and N. Weiner 

[Phys. Rev. D 79, 015014 (2009)]
– M. Pospelov, A. Ritz [Phys. Lett. B 671, 391, (2009)]

• Large co-annihilation cross section due to Sommerfeld 
enhancement
– Needed to explain the rates in ATIC/PAMELA

• Large leptonic branching fraction due to direct decays 
into pair of leptons
– Needed to explain the positron excess

18
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CoGeNT and Light DM
• Very recent CoGeNT results can be interpreted as a 

signal of a ~10 GeV scalar DM particle, together with 
DAMA data with small fraction of “channeled” events

19
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FIG. 1: The regions in the elastic scattering cross section (per nucleon), mass plane in which dark matter provides a good
fit to the CoGeNT excess, compared to the region that can generate the annual modulation reported by DAMA (darker grey
regions). In this figure, we have adopted v0 = 270 km/s and use two values of the galactic escape velocity: vesc = 490 km/s
(left) and vesc = 730 km/s (right). In calculating the DAMA region, we have treated channeling as described in Ref. [23]. If a
smaller fraction of events are channeled in DAMA than is estimated in Ref. [23], the DAMA region will move upward, toward
the yellow regions (near σN ≈ 10−39.5 cm2, which include no effects of channeling), improving its agreement with CoGeNT.
Also shown is the 90% C.L. region in which the 2 events observed by CDMS can be produced. If the escape velocity of the
galaxy is taken to be relatively large, this region can also approach those implied by CoGeNT and DAMA. Constraints from
the null results of XENON10 and the CDMS silicon analysis are also shown. For the XENON10 constraint, we have used the
lower estimate of the scintillation efficiency (at 1σ) as described in Ref. [24].

gap [25] method. To carry out this fit, we have assumed that the background is well described by an exponential plus
constant, and we have required bin-by-bin that the background not exceed the amplitude of the dark matter signal.
Without a constraint on dark matter signal to background, the entire spectrum is well fit by a pure exponential
background. Tighter constraints on the amplitude of the background will correspond to the dark matter signal region
shifting to larger cross sections. We fit the data in 0.05 keV-electron-equivalent (keVee) bins from threshold at 0.4
keVee to 1.8 keVee where the dark matter signal is negligible. Peaks in the data (consistent with a background from
radioactive tin) at 1.1 and 1.29 keVee are fit by Gaussians of relative height 0.4 and with width consistent with the
experimental resolution at those energies (0.0774 and 0.078 keVee respectively). We can see that for appropriate
choices of the halo model and the fraction of channeled events in DAMA, the CoGeNT region can be consistent at
90% C.L. with the DAMA signal and the null results XENON and CDMS-Si. Some consistency between the preferred
region for CDMS with DAMA and CoGeNT can also be found. We now turn to discussing in detail how this occurs.
The DAMA experiment [1] observes an annual modulation in their count rate, which can be parameterized as

Ri = R0
i + S1

i cos[ω(t− t0)]. (5)

The subscript i in this expression denotes different energy bins. The constant term R0
i is composed of both a signal

component coming from dark matter initiated processes, and a background component arising from other sources of
nuclear recoil: R0

i = b0i + S0
i . The expressions for S0

i and S1
i are obtained by integrating Eq. (4) over a given energy

bin.
Channeling is a potentially important but difficult-to-predict theoretical effect which can significantly change the

interpretation of DAMA’s signal, especially when comparing this signal to the results of other direct detection experi-
ments. In a typical nuclear recoil event, only a fraction of the total energy is detected (as a combination of scintillation
light, heat, and ionization, depending on the detector). The ratio of the observed energy to the total recoil energy is
known as the quenching factor. For crystal scintillators, however, such as those used by the DAMA collaboration, a
portion of the events will be “channeled”, causing most of the recoil energy in those events to be observed (effectively
changing the quenching factor to q ≈ 1). This occurs when the incident particle interacts only electromagnetically
with the scintillator material, which can occur for certain energies and incidence angles. The importance of this effect

DAMA (no 
channeling)

DAMA

A. Liam Fitzpatrick, D. Hooper, and 
K.M. Zurek [arXiv:1003.0014]

3

FIG. 3: Low-energy spectrum after all cuts, prior to efficiency
corrections. Arrows indicate expected energies for all viable
cosmogenic peaks (see text). Inset: Expanded threshold re-
gion, showing the 65Zn and 68Ge L-shell EC peaks. Over-
lapped on the spectrum are the sigmoids for triggering ef-
ficiency (dotted), trigger + microphonic PSD cuts (dashed)
and trigger + PSD + rise time cuts (solid), obtained via high-
statistics electronic pulser calibrations. Also shown are ref-
erence signals (exponentials) from 7 GeV/c2 and 10 GeV/c2

WIMPs with spin-independent coupling σSI = 10−4pb.

at least down to 1 keV, the possibility remains of some
unrejected surface events closer to threshold. A compar-
ison with the distribution of 241Am surface events (Fig.
2, top) indicates that any such contamination should be
modest.

Fig. 3 displays Soudan spectra following the rise time
cut, which generates a factor 2-3 reduction in background
(Fig. 2). Modest PSD cuts applied against microphonics
are as described in [1]. This residual spectrum is domi-
nated by events in the bulk of the crystal, like those from
neutron scattering, cosmogenic activation, or dark mat-
ter particle interactions. Several cosmogenic peaks are
noticed, many for the first time. All cosmogenic prod-
ucts capable of producing a monochromatic signature are
indicated. Observable activities are incipient for all.

We employ methods identical to those in [1] to ob-
tain Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) and
Axion-Like Particle (ALP) dark matter limits from these
spectra. The energy region employed to extract WIMP
limits is 0.4-3.2 keVee (from threshold to full range of
the highest-gain digitization channel). A correction is
applied to compensate for signal acceptance loss from
cumulative data cuts (solid sigmoid in Fig. 3, inset).
In addition to a calculated response function for each
WIMP mass [1], we adopt a free exponential plus a
constant as a background model to fit the data, with
two Gaussians to account for 65Zn and 68Ge L-shell

FIG. 4: Top panel: 90% C.L. WIMP exclusion limits from
CoGeNT overlaid on Fig. 1 from [7]: green shaded patches
denote the phase space favoring the DAMA/LIBRA annual
modulation (the dashed contour includes ion channeling).
Their exact position has been subject to revisions [8]. The
violet band is the region supporting the two CDMS candi-
date events. The scatter plot and the blue hatched region
represent the supersymmetric models in [9] and their uncer-
tainties, respectively. For WIMP masses in the interval 7-
11 GeV/cm2 a best fit to CoGeNT data does not favor a
background-only model. The region encircled by a solid red
line contains the 90% confidence interval in WIMP coupling
for those instances. The relevance of XENON10 constraints in
this low-mass region has been questioned [15]. Bottom panel:
Limits on axio-electric coupling gaēe for pseudoscalars of mass
ma composing a dark isothermal galactic halo (see text).

EC. The energy resolution is as in [1], with parameters
σn=69.4 eV and F=0.29. The assumption of an irre-
ducible monotonically-decreasing background is justified,
given the mentioned possibility of a minor contamination
from residual surface events and the rising concentration
towards threshold that rejected events exhibit. A sec-
ond source of possibly unaccounted for low-energy back-
ground are the L-shell EC activities from observed cos-
mogenics lighter than 65Zn. These are expected to con-
tribute < 15% of the counting rate in the 0.5-0.9 keVee
region (their L-shell/K-shell EC ratio is ∼ 1/8 [6]). A
third possibility, quantitatively discussed below, consists
of recoils from unvetoed muon-induced neutrons.
Fig. 4 (top) displays the extracted sensitivity in spin-

independent coupling (σSI) vs. WIMP mass (mχ). For
mχ in the range ∼7-11 GeV/c2 the WIMP contribution
to the model acquires a finite value with a 90% confidence
interval incompatible with zero. The null hypothesis (no
WIMP component in the model) fits the data with re-

CoGeNT [arXiv:1002.4703]
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Collider Phenomenology - I
• Dark sector is weakly (ε) coupled to the Standard Model
• To study dark sector with colliders, one needs mechanisms to 

produce dark sector particles

20

Standard Model  !  Dark Sector  ! Standard Model  

Standard     
. Model  

 Dark Sector  

If we want to use colliders we need  

“portals” into and out of the Dark Sector  

ε 

There is a Dark Sector which is 
weakly (~!) coupled to SM 

10/20/09 6 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 

Dark Sector Production at High Energy Colliders   

Standard    
.  Model  

 Dark 
Sector  

Standard    
.  Model  

 Dark 
Sector  

Standard    
.  Model  

 Dark 
Sector  

Direct Production  Indirect Production  

  Indirect Production         
with Shared Conserved   
Quantum Number  

! ~ O("2) Br ~ O("2) ! & Br ~ O("0) 

"2 

"2 

Resonant Dark DY  Higgs, Z Decay SUSY + R-Parity 

Which Dark Sector States Populated – Depends on 
Production Portals  

10/20/09 7 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 

For more details, see Y. Gershtein, Dark Forces Workshop
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/darkforces2009/
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Collider Phenomenology - II
• One further needs them to decay into SM particles

21

Dark Sector Decay to Standard Model    

Standard    
.  Model  

 Dark 
Sector  

!2 

All, Some, or None of the Dark Sector States May 
Have Prompt Decays Back to the Standard Model  

If No Dark Decay Mode Open – Dark Sector State Can 
Decay Back to Standard Model Through Portals  

Guaranteed for LDSP if no Conserved Quantum # 

Very Wide Range of Possibilities Depending On: 

Production Portal  

Dark Spectrum  

Dark Cascade Decays 

Dark Showering  

Decay Portal  
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Dark Sector Decay to Standard Model    

Standard    
.  Model  

 Dark 
Sector  

!2 

All, Some, or None of the Dark Sector States May 
Have Prompt Decays Back to the Standard Model  

If No Dark Decay Mode Open – Dark Sector State Can 
Decay Back to Standard Model Through Portals  

Guaranteed for LDSP if no Conserved Quantum # 

Very Wide Range of Possibilities Depending On: 

Production Portal  

Dark Spectrum  

Dark Cascade Decays 

Dark Showering  

Decay Portal  
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Dark Photon Decays

22

S. Thomas 

Dark Photon Decays 
! " Dark photon decays through its mixing with light photon, so its 

branchings can be calculated from measurement of R 

! " for !>10-4 decays are prompt 

10/20/09 9 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 

! " Experimental signature: two very close leptons or hadrons 
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There Could be Dark Higgs...

23

Dark Higgs Decays 
! " Dark Higgs should be at same scale O(GeV) 

! " can decay in the dark sector similarly to ours 
Higgs 

! " if mh>2m!d decay into two dark photons open 

! " if m!d < mh <2m!d decays through !D
* - mostly 

through hadronic resonances 

! " if mh <m!d then can decay into SM                              
fermion pairs (possibly with very long                   
lifetime) or stays in the dark sector 

10/20/09 10 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 

! " experimental issues with non-isolated spatially close 
lepton pairs, especially with hadronic dark photon decays  
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Possible Final States

24

Possible Final States 
! " Direct dark photon Drell-Yan production 

! " swamped by background? 

! " Rare Z decays 

! " very low event yield, but several mass peaks – dark photon, dark 
higgs, and, finally, Z itself (doable?) 

! " Higgs decays 

! " h!4 leptons 

! " DZero h!4µ search is ~sensitive!

10/20/09 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 11 Thursday, March 4, 2010
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Benchmark Model

25

Possible Final States 

! " Supersymmetry with conserved R-parity 

! " lightest neutralino in our sector is no longer LSP 

! " will decay into the dark sector 

! " some of the dark states may decay back into SM 

! " Assuming that some dark states decay back, 
all SUSY signals at colliders (no matter what 
is SUSY phenomenology) will have those 

! " phenomenology may be quite striking  

! " not quite “jets of leptons” as initially advertised, 
but close…  

10/20/09 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 12 

Standard    

.  Model  
 Dark 

Sector  

!2 

“Our” LSP Decays  
! " Quite model dependent, but some channels are present at 

significant levels in many/all models 

! " Bino ! Darkino plus Dark Photon 
! " every event has                                                                              

two isolated dark photons plus MET 

! " Higgsino ! Darkino plus Dark Higgs 
! " every event has                                                                              

two isolated “lepton jets” plus MET 

! " SM Singlet ! Darkino plus Photon or Dark Photon  

! " every event has                                                                              
two isolated dark or light photons plus MET 

10/20/09 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 13 
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Dark Showering
• Showering in the hidden sector may create even 

more complex signatures (“lepton jets”)

26

Complication: Dark Showering 

10/20/09 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 14 

M. Baumgart, C. Cheung, J. T. Ruderman, L. T. Wang and I. Yavin 0901.0283 [hep-ph]  

C. Cheung, J. T. Ruderman, L. T. Wang and I. Yavin 0909.0290[hep-ph] 
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Tevatron Search
• DZero analysis, assumes SUSY and Hidden Sector

27
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M(X) = O( GeV ) 
assume 
kinematics of the 
decay identical to 
GMSB decays into 
gravitino 

SUSY with a Hidden Valley 

! " Branchings !1
0 into light and dark photon are free                            

(depend on how large is $dark compared to our $. 

! " These two decays dominate in large fraction of parameter space 

! " For large Br into light photon -> identical to GMSB 

10/20/09 17 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 
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Experimental Signature

28
10/20/09 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 19 

Dark Photon Reconstruction 

Most times signatures 
in muon system are 
not resolved 

electrons form one 
calorimeter cluster – 
similar to photon 

conversions 

Two spatially close 
tracks can be reliably 
resolved in the central 

tracker 
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Search Results
• Look for close-by pair of muons and electrons
• Data agree with the SM predictions

29

Candidate Mass Spectrum 
! " Black points are data from the signal region 

! " purple band is combined distribution from control regions 
! " background is dominated by jets, plus direct photon conversions in ee channel 

! " normalized outside of the tested mass region 

! " red is MC signal with dark photon mass of 1.4 GeV  

10/20/09 23 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 
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Setting Limits
• Limits depend on dark 

photon mass strongly 
due to meson 
resonances decaying 
leptonically (ρ, ω, φ, ...)

30

Model Limits 

10/20/09 Y. Gershtein (Rutgers) 25 
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! " Use mGMSB model line that was a benchmark for SUSY searches in 
CDF and DØ – Snowmass Slope SPS8 

! " Snowmass slope parameters 
–" "  - varies 

–" Mm = 2!" 

–" N5  = 1 

–" tan #  = 15 

–" sign µ =+1   

! " make neutralino decay into a dark 
photon and a massless invisible 
particle   

 Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 081802 (2009) 
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Outlook
• LHC successfully started operations last year
• The machine is being commissioned for 1.5-year long 7 

TeV run with ~1 fb-1 of data expected by the end of 2011
– Watch for big media event at the end of this month!

• Both ATLAS and CMS pursue searches in models with 
hidden valleys, including the above benchmark example
– Some signatures of hidden valleys can be pretty challenging 

and require special triggers, now implemented in both 
experiments

• Yet, there will be a long way from a discovery of an 
excess to DM interpretation and DM parameter 
determination
– May require combination with astrophysical results 

and/or a dedicated machine, such as linear collider
31
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Conclusions
• While SUSY remains an attractive theoretical 

possibility and provides an excellent DM candidate, 
modern model-building offers viable alternatives to 
SUSY

• Particularly, KK DM and light Hidden Valley DM offer 
more flexibility in explaining recent excesses observed 
in several experiments

• Both these classes of models have rich 
phenomenology at colliders, particularly at the LHC 
and are being vigorously sought experimentally

• Collider searches are largely complementary to direct 
and indirect DM detection

• It’s likely that all three approaches will need to come 
together to determine the true nature of DM 

32
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